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In the Natter of:

AN ADJUSTNENT OF RATES OF
DELTA NATURAL GAS CONPANY, INC.
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) 90-342
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On November 5, 1990, Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.
("Delta" ) gave notice pursuant to KRS 278.180 of its intent to

file an application to increase its annual base rate revenues by

$2,936,650. The application was deemed filed with the Commission

on December 28, 1990; and Delta filed its direct testimony in

support of the proposed rate increase on January ll, 1991.

Subsequent to the receipt of this filing, and following a

period of discovery, the parties of record, Delta, the Attorney

General for the Commonwealth of Kentucky, the cities of Corbin,

Barbourville and Berea, and GTE Products Corporation initiated

settlement discussions to conclude this proceeding without further

litigation. Commission Staff did not participate in any of the

negotiations.

On Nay 7, 1991, the parties submitted a Joint Stipulation and

Recommendation which was amended on Nay 10, 1991 ("Joint

Stipulation" ). The Joint Stipulation as amended is attached

hereto and incorporated herein as Appendix A. The Joint

Stipulation expresses the parties'greement on a mutually

satisfactory resolution of all of the issues in this case.



Parties to this proceeding have unanimously endorsed the

stipulation and stated that the Joint Stipulation is a result of

many hours of diligent negotiations. In addition, the record in

this proceeding includes voluminous discovery materials which

aided the Commission in reviewing the reasonableness of the

agreement. The Commission conducted a hearing on Nay 14, 1991 to

evaluate the reasonableness of the Joint Stipulation.

The Joint Stipulation provides as follows:

1. Delta shall be permitted an annual base rate revenue

increase of $2,050,000 effective for meter readings made on and

after June 1, 1991;

2. Delta shall not seek any general base rate increase

which, when suspended by the Commission, would result in rates

effective prior to January 1, 1993;

3. Delta shall be permitted tc modify its General Service

rate schedule to increase its monthly customer charges for

residential and non-residential customers and adjust its usage

charges in its General Service rate schedule. Delta shall also be

permitted to implement a monthly customer charge for its
interruptible customers and adjust the usage charges for this

class as well. Further, Delta shall be permitted to increase its
transportation charge for its off-system customers.

Under normal rate-making procedures, the Commission would

determine a reasonable rate base, a reasonable capital structure,

reasonable operating expenses and taxes, a reasonable cost of

capital and a reasonable distribution of the required cost of

service. However, in the Joint Stipulation, the parties have
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requested the Commission evaluate and consider the agreement in

its entirety. Whereas the Commission agrees that a test of

overall reasonableness ia an important factor in its
consideration, it is nevertheless bound by its legislative mandate

to undertake a review of the underlying financial analysis in

order to replicate the results found in the Joint Stipulation.

The Commission has undertaken such a review of the underlying

financial analyses implicit in the Joint Stipulation. Based upon

this review, evidence presented by the parties at the hearing in

this matter, and all other evidence of record, the Conunission

finds the Joint Stipulation to be reasonable, subject to one

exception noted elsewhere in this Order.

The Commission has reviewed the allocation of the revenue

increase as agreed to by the parties, and the resulting rate

design and determined that the Joint Stipulation produces fair,
just and reasonable rates. The revenue allocation reflected in

the Joint Stipulation represents a more gradual shift toward

cost-based rates than that originally proposed by Delta through

its cost-of-service study.

Among the major considerations in finding the Joint

Stipulation to be reasonable is that the adjustment in rates will

result in only a 7 percent increase in overall revenues out of a

requested 11.6 percent increase. Furthermore, this is the first
general base rate increase granted to Delta since 198S, despite

the fact that its rate base has increased substantially since that

time. In addition Delta will not seek another general base rate

revenue increase for which rates would be effective prior to



January 1, 1993. Delta testified at the hearing that, based on

its adjusted test year, the revenues agreed to in the settlement

should result in a 10.6 percent return on equity. This return is
lower than that found reasonable in Delta's last rate case. The

Commission finds this to be a reasonable estimate of the return on

equity for Delta inherent in the Joint Stipulation.

In determining whether or not the results of the Joint

Stipulation are in the public interest and are a benefit to the

ratepayers, the Commission has taken into consideration the fact

that all intervenors to this proceeding are proponents and

signatories to the Joint Stipulation. These intervenors represent

various customers with a wide range of interests and are familiar

with and knowledgeable of the issues involved in the current

proceeding. Furthermore, the evidence at the hearing indicates

that the Joint Stipulation was a result of arms-length

negotiations. The Joint Stipulation has additional benefits for

Delta and its customers in that it avoids the lengthy, expensive

litigation process which would otherwise be involved in this

proceeding. No rehearing or appeal will be taken if the Joint

Stipulation is approved by the Commission.

The Joint Stipulation at numerical paragraph 1 provides that

the rates agreed to by the parties be effective with meter

readings on and after June 1, 1991. While the Commission accepts

the rates as agreed to in the Joint Stipulation as fair, just, and

reasonable, the Commission finds that, as a matter of regulatory

practice, it would be unreasonable to authorize rates agreed to in

settlements to be effective for service rendered prior to the date



the Commission adopts the settlement. Therefore, the Commission

finds the rates set forth in the Joint Stipulation as amended to

be the fair, just, and reasonable rates to be charged by Delta for

service rendered on and after the date of this Order.

The Joint Stipulation further provides that if the

stipulation is not adopted in its entirety, each party reserves

the right to withdraw from it and requite that hearings go forward

upon all or any matters involved therein and in such event the

terms of the agreement are not deemed bi.nding upon the parties.
The parties are hereby advised that they may withdraw the Joint

Stipulation and proceed to hearing on all issues in this case or

may accept an effective date for rates as approved herein.

SUMMARY

1. The matters contained in the proposed Joint Stipulation

are supported by the evidence of record.

2. The proposed Joint Stipulation is in accordance with the

law and with the exception noted herein does not violate any

regulatory principle.

3. The Joint Stipulation is a product of serious

arms-length negotiations among capable, knowledgeable parties.
4. The Joint Stipulation results in fair, just, and

reasonable rates for Delta as set out in Appendix B, attached

hereto and incorporated herein.

5. The rates approved herein should be effective for

service rendered by Delta on and after the date of this Order.



6. The Joint Stipulation will result in annual revenues

from gas sales and transportation revenues of $ 27,483,670 based

upon the Gas Cost Adjustment rates effective Nay 1, 1991.
7. Based on the evidence as presented, the results of the

Joint Stipulation are in the public interest.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED THAT:

1. The Joint Stipulation be and it hereby is adopted and

approved effective for service rendered on and after the date of

this Order unless any party exercises its right to withdraw by

notifying the Commission in writing within 10 days of entry of

this Order.

2. The Joint Stipulation is incorporated into this Order as

if fully set forth herein.

3. The rates set forth in Appendix B to this Order are

approved for service rendered on and after the date of this Order.

4. If notification of withdrawal is not received from a

party to this proceeding within 10 days of thi,s Order, Delta shall

have 30 days from the date of this Order within which to file its
revised tariff sheets setting forth the rates set out in Appendix

5. Delta shall adhere to and comply with all provisions of

the Joint Stipulation.

Case No. 933I-V, Notice of Purchased Gas Adjustment Filing of
Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.



Done at prankfort< Eentucky, this 23nl day of Hay, 1991.

Vice Chairman

ommiss

Executive Director



APPENDIX A

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 90-342 DATED 5/23/91

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY RECF(yFO

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ~~y i 0 t99i

UM C SERVICE
COMMiSSiO>

In the Matter of

ADJUSTMENT OF RATES OF
DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC. CASE NO. 90-342

AMENDMENT TO JOINT STIPULATION AND RECOMMENDATIOF

The parties hereto hereby agree that the pro-fonna tariff rate sheets

attached hereto as Attachment A shall be substituted for Attachment A to the

Joint Stipulation and Recommendation dated May 7, 1991 herein. In all other

respects, the Joint Stipulation and Recommendation dated May 7, 1991 is

hereby reaffirmed.

AGREED this ~P dav of May, 1991

RTCHARD S. TAYLOR and
ROBERT M. WATT III
On behalf of Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.

RECFNVEQ
"/iy

I 0
1i':1'ENCRAL

COLiNSEi

PAUL E. REIL
On behalf of v
for the Commonwealth of Kentucky

KATHERINE NANDALL

On behalf of GTE Products Corporation

~~ +I ~ L'~
AVE T. GILBERT

b alf of the City of
Berea, Kentucky



ROBERT P. HAMMONS

On behalf of the City of
Corbin, Kentucky

Y.M CQ3
PHILLIP E. CfllJNLEY > MAYOR

BarbourvillegKentucky



DEI.TA NATURAL GAS CCRP:NY, INC,
l'arne oi Issuing Corporation

RATES

FOR All Service Areas

FSC NO. 6

Fourteenth Revised SHELF NO. 2

CANCELLING PSC NO. 6

Thirteenth Revised SHEET NO. 2

RATE SCHEDULES
APPLICABILITY:
Applicable within all areas served by Delta.

AVAILABILITY:
Available for general use by residential, commercial, and industrial customel's.

CHARACTER OF SERVICE:
Firm - within the reasonable limits of the Company's capability to provide such
service.

RATES:

Base Rate
plus

Gas Cost
Recovery
Rate(GCR)(1) Tocal Rate

equals
General Service

Monthly Customer Charge
Residential
Non-Residencial

1 - 1,000 Mcf
1>001 — 5,000 Mcf
5,001 - 10,000 Mcf
Over 10,000 Mcf

Interruptible (2)
Monthly Customer Charge
1 - 1,000 Mcf
1,001 — 5,000 Mcf
5,001 — 10,000 Mcf
Over 10,000 Mcf

S 5.95
$ 1S,36
$ 2. 4650
$ 2.0650
$ 1.6650
$ 1.2650

$ 165.00
$ '1.7000
$ 1.3000
$ .9000
5 .5000

$3.4362
$3.4362
$3.4362
$ 3.4362

$ 3.4362
$ 3.4362
$3.4362
$ 3.4362

$ 5.95 I
$ 18.36 N

5.9012/Mcf I
$ S.S012/Mcf
$ 5,1012/Mcf
$ 4.7012/Mcf R

$ 185.00 N

$ 5.1362/Mcf R

$ 4.7362/vc"
$ 4.3362/Mcf
$ 3.9362/Mcf

(1) The nGas Cost Recovery Rate (GCR)n as shown above, is an ad)ustment per
Mcf determined in accordance with the nGas Cost Adjustment Clause" as
sec forth on Sheet No. 11 and 12 of chis tariff.

Special Concitions:
All customers having z connected lo c <D enCeea of ',500,000 Btu input
per hour ma.'e required to enter iaco an Interrupti'Die Sales Agreement.
Determination of those customers r;nuired co sign said contract shall
be based on peak da: use as ., ' as annual volume and shall be at tl.e
sole discretion of the Comoan..

Any customer required to enter into an Intet'ruptible Sales Agreement
shall be permitted to purchase gas under the Interruptible Rate Schedule
above. Gas requirements, minimum charges, and other specific information
shall be set. forth in che Agreement.

DATE 01'SSUE May 1, 1991

<.1nnn n Jenn{nes

DATE EFF"CTIVE June 1, 1991 (Final Meter
aeons)

President 6 CEO

Issued by authority
CASE llO. DATED

of an Order of the Public Sert'ice Ccmmission of Yentucky in

ATTACHMENT A



DELTA llATURAL GAS COHPA!lY, INC.
t;arne of Issuing Corporation

FCR All Service Areas

PSC NO.

First Revised SHEET NO. 6

CAtlCELLItlG PSC NO. 6

Original
RATES

TRANSPORTATION OF GAS FOR OTHERS
OFF SYSTEM UTILIZATION

SHEET tlO. 6

Applicability;

Applicable vithin all areas sezved by Delta. See Tariff Sheet No. 13.

Availabilitv:

Available to any person whose facilities connect or can be made to connect
with Delta's facilities or vho can cause their natural gas to be delivered to
Delta's facilities and who desires gas to be transported by Delta to a place
of utilization not connected to Delta's facilities. Further> the person or
persons desiring such transportation shall have executed a contract vith Delta
as set forth under the terms and conditions of this tariff.

Rate:

The charge for service under this tariff shall be twenty-six (S0.26) per 1000 I
cu. ft. of gas transported, or, in the case of measurement based upon heating
value, shall be twenty-six cents (S0.26) per dekatherm. Any additions or
modifications of the facilities required to perform this service shall be at
the sole expense of the customer.

Terms end Conditions:

1. Specific details relating to volumes, deliverv points and other matters
shall be covered by a separate contract.

2. Delta shall reserve the right to purchase all oz part of the gas to be
transported at the same price the tzsnsporter vould have received at t'e
delivery point.

3. Delivery of gas transported hezeundez will be effected as nearly as
practicable on the same day as the zeceipt thereof. Delta will not be
obligated to utilize urderground storage capacity in performance of the
service provided herein.

4. All ges volumes delivered hereunder shall shrink by ".", to co:er line
loss and measurerent differences when no compression is being used in

DATE OF ISSUE Mav 1, 1991 DATE EFF CTIVE June 1 ~ 1991 (Final Meter
Reads)

ISSUED BY Glenn R. Jenninas TI >Lo President & CEO

I "sued by authority cf an Order of the Public Service Commission of Kentucky in
CASE'lO. DATED

ATTACttMENT A



RECE]y~
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
MAy

K: ssHlgcs
OMhggguk

In the Matter of:

ADJUSTMENT OF RATES OF
DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC. CASE NO. 90-342

MOTION

Comes now the Applicant, Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc., and moves

the Commission to approve the Sotnt Stipulation and Recommendation, attached

hereto and made a part hereof, which settles all issues in the above case. All

parties that have intervened have executed and entered into the Zoint

Stipulation and Recommendation.

The Applicant further moves the Commission to conduct a fair, just and

reasonable hearing on May 14, 1991, at 10:00 A.M., the same being the time

that the Commission scheduled the public hearing in this proceeding. As

grounds for this Motion, the Applicant states that it has heretofore advertised

that the Commission would conduct a public hearing at said time and date.

This 7th day of May, 1991.

Robert M. Watt, III
STOLL, KEENON 6 PARK
1000 First Security Plaza
Lexington, Kentucky 40507-1380

Richard S. Taylor
HAZELRIGG AND COX
Post Office Box 676
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602

- Qw6
Counsel for Delta Natural Gas+ompany, Inc.



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that the original and fifteen copies of the foregoing

Motion and attached Joint Stipulation and Recommendation were filed with the

Kentucky Public Service Commission this 7th day of May, 1991, and that a true

copy thereof was mailed, postage prepaid, to the following:

Mr. Paul E. Reilender, Jr.
Office of the Attorney General
709 St. Claiz Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

Mr. Robert P. Hammons
Leick, Hammons a Brittain
First National Bank BuHding
Corbin, Kentucky 40702

Mr. James T. Gilbert
212 North Second Street
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Mr. Samuel E. Device
142 Black Stzeet
Barbourville, Kentucky 40906

Ms. Katherine Randall
Brown, Todd & Heyburn
2700 Lexington Financial Center
Lexington, Kentucky 40507

Richard S. Taylor
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

ADJUSTMENT OF RATES OF
DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC. CASE NO. 90-342

JOINT STIPULATION AND RECOMMENDATION

It is the intent 'and purpose of the parties to this proceeding, namely:

Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. (Delta), the Attorney General fot the

Commonwealth of Kentucky (Attorney General), GTE Products Corporation

(GTE), the City of Barbourville. Kentucky (Barbourville), the City of Heres,

Kentucky (Berea), and the City of Corbin, Kentucky (Corbin), to express

their agreement on a mutually satisfactory resolution of all of the issues in the

instant case.

It is understood by all parties hereto that this Stipulation and

Recommendation is not binding upon the Commission, nor does it represent

agreement on any specific theory supporting the appropriateness of any

stipulated and recommended adjustments to Delta's rates. The parties have

spent hours in order to reach the agreements which form the basis of this

Stipulation and Recommendation, The Attorney General and his expert

witnesses have investigated the reasonableness of this proposed Stipulation and

Recommendation and have discussed the results of the investigation with all

parties to this proceeding. As a result of the discussions, as well as their

own investigations, all of the parties, which represent diverse interests and

divergent viewpoints, agree that this Stipulation and Recommendation, viewed

in its entirety, is a reasonable resolution of all issues in the proceeding.



Furthermore, the adoption of this Stipulation and Recommendation will

eliminate the need for the Commission and the parties to expend further

resources in litigation of this proceeding, and eliminate the possibility of, and

any need for ~ rehearing or any appeals of the Commission's final order herein.

It is the position of the parties hereto that this Stipulation and

Recommendation is supported by sufficient and adequate data and information,

and is entitled to serious consideration by the Commission. Based upon the

parties'articipation in settlement conferences and the materials on file with

the Commission, and upon the belief that these materials adequately support

this Stipulation and Recommendation, the parties hereby stipulate and

recommend the following:

1. Delta should be permitted to adhust its rates in order to permit it to

recover approximately $2,050,000 in additional annual revenue, with such rates

to be effective with meter readings on and after June 1, 1991. The pro-forms

tariff rate sheets, Attachment A hereto, are recommended as reflecting the new

rates to be effective on the aforementioned date. That pro-forma tariff sheet

further reflects rates that are designed to permit Delta the opportunity to

recover the additional revenues from its various service classes in accordance

with its tariff both currently existing and as supplemented and amended by

this Stipulation and Agreement.

2. Delta agrees that it will not seek any general base rate increase

that would be effective prior to January 1, 1993. This agreement is

understood to permit Delta to file a general base rate increase case prior to

that time which states an earlier effective date, but which when suspended by

the Commission, shall result in rates effective no earlier than January 1, 1993.

It is further understood that Delta shall continue to file its gas cost recovery

(GCR) cases, and that total rates may fluctuate from time to time as a result

-2-



of such GCR adjustments. Additionally, should the Commission establish

generic or company-specific special purpose proceedings to adjust rates, for

example, to reflect changes in federal income tax law or regulations or the

imposition of special energy taxes, Delta is not precluded from participation in

such proceedings and rates may be reduced or increased as a result of such

proceedings during the June 1, 1991, through January 1, 1993, time period.

3. Each party hereto waives all cross-examination of the witnesses of

the other parties hereto unless the Commission disapproves this Joint

Stipulation, and further stipulates and recommends that the Notice of Intent,

the Notice and Application filed in the proceedings, the prefiled testimony and

the data request and answers thereto be admitted into the record.

4. This Stipulation and Recommendation is submitted for purposes of

this case only and is not deemed binding upon the parties hereto in any other

proceeding, nor is it to be offered or relied upon in any other proceeding

involving Delta or any other utility.

5. If the Commission issues an order adopting this Stipulation and

Recommendation in its entirety, each of the parties hereto agrees that it shall

file neither an application for rehearing with the Commission, nor an appeal to

the Franklin County Circuit Court from such order.

6. If this Stipulation and Recommendation is not adopted in its

entirety, each party reserves the right to withdraw from it and require that

hearings go forward upon all or any matters involved herein, and that in such

event the terms of this agreement shall not be deemed binding upon the

parties hereto, nor shall such agreement be admitted into evidence or referred

to or relied on in any manner by any party hereto, the Commission or its staff

in any such hearing.



7. All of the parties hereto agree that the foregoing Stipulation and

Recoinmendation is reasonable and in the best interest of all concerned, and

urge that the Commission adopt this agreement ln its entirety.

AGREED, this ~ day of ~~, 1991.

RICHARD S/ TAYLOR%
and ROBERT M. WAN',III
On behalf of Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.

PAUL E. REILENDER, JR.
On behalf of the Attorney Gener/
for the Commonwealth of Kentucky

KATHERINE RANDALL
On behalf of GTE Products Corporation

A S T. GILBERT
half of the City of

Berea, Kentucky

ROBERT P. HAMMONS
On behalf of the City of
Corbin, Kentucky

SAMUEL E. DAVIES
On behalf of the City of
Barbourville, Kentucky



NATURAL GAS CORP'NT INC

Name o: Issuing Corporation

FCR All Service Areas

PSC NO. 6

'Fourteenth Revised SHEET NO. 2

CANCELLING PSC NO. 6

Twelfth Revised SH. ET NO.

RULES AND PEGULATIONS

PATE SCHEOLLES
APPLICASILITY:
Applicable within all areas served by Delta.

AVAILABILI.'".
Available fax general use by residential, cotmftercial, and indusrrial customers.

CHARACTER OF SERVICEx
Firm - wirhin the reasonable limits of the Company's capability to provide such
service.

Rase Rate
p US

Gas Cost
Recovery
Race(GCR) (1) Total Rate

equals
General Service
Hocthly Customer Charge

Residential
'on-Residential

1 - 1 000 x!ce
1,001 - 5,000 Hcf
5,001 — 10,000 Hcf
Over 10,000 Hcf

S 5.95
S 20.00
S 2.4650
S 2.0( 0
S 1.6650
S 1 2650

S3.4362
53.4362
53.4362
S3.4362

S 5.95
S 20.00
S 5.4012/Hcf

5.5012/.'!cf
e 5.1012/5!cf

4.7012/5!cf

I

I

I»terruptible (2)
'.!octhly Customer Charge
1 - 1,000 Hcf
1,001 — 5,000 Hcf
5,001 - 10,0GO Hcf
Over 10,000 Hcf

S165.CC
S 1.7COO
S 1.3000
S .900('

.5000

F3.4362
53.4362
53.4362
53.4362

e'95 00 N

5.1362/Hcf R
S 4.7362/Hcf
5 4.3362/Hcf
S 3.9362/5!cf

Tha "Gas Cost Recover; Rate (GCR)" as shown above, is an ad"uscment per
Hcf deternxred in accordance with the "Gas Cost Ad'ustmenc Clause" as
set forrh on Sheec So. 11 and 12 of this tariff.

(21 Spec'al Conc'tions:
Al stone s havior " tonne tec ad in e x e s of „00~

'er'.cur na be rec "red tc enter '".:."an Icterrvctible S. «s Agree"...ent
ne, izat<c oc xh se cusx mars -aired t ~ can caid contract shai'

b.sed on peak da: use as well as annual ro ure and shall he at the
sole ciscretion of t'e Comoan:.

Any customer required to enter inco an Interruptible Sales Agreemenc
sha' be per=itted to purchase gas under the Incerruptible Rate Sc'hedule
above. Gas requirenerts, minimum charges, and other specific infor=at!.on
sha'i be set forth in the Agreement.

OAT C: IS ~ UE wa ~ 1, lqol
x r "~ Glenn R. Jenninzs

ued by autho. -' c dn Qr cx o t .e

ATE E. FEC. IVE 3une 1 lo91 (Final Aeter
Readsx

'?residenc 6 CEO

Public Se.vice Ccrmix a~lrtxne~w a



DELTA ttATURAL GAS CG!'.PANY, INC.
Name o: issuing Corporation

FCR, All Service Areas

PSC ttO. 6

Second Revised S. -.-.-, ttO 6

CAttCL'ILIttG PSC NO. 6

First Revised SNEET NO. 6

RULES AttD REGULATIONS

TRANSPORTATION OF GAS FOR OTRERS
OFF SYSTEN UTILIZATION

App1icabilitv:

Applicable within ell areas served by Delca. See Taritf Sheet No, 13.

Availabilit::

Available to any person whose facilities connect or can be made to connect
with Delta's facilities or who can cause their natural gas to be delivered to
Delta's facilities and who desires gas to be transported by Delta to a place
of utilization not connected to Delta's fact.lities. Further, the person or
persons desiring such transportation shall have executed a contract. wich Delta
as set forth under the terms and conditions of this tariff.

Rate:

.he charge for serrice under'his tariff shall be twenty-si» (SD.'6) pe 1DOO I
cu. ft. of gas transported, or, in the case of measurement based upon heating
va'ue, shall be twenty-six cents (S0.26! per debathezm. Any additions or
modifications of the facilities required to perfor= this service shall be at
the sole expense of the custo...er.

Terms and Ccrditi,ons:

1. Specific details re'cing to volumes, delivery points and other matters
shall be covered by a separate contract.

Delta shall reserve the right to purchase all or part of the gas to be
transported ar. the sere price the transporter would have received ar. the
delivery point.

Deli,er, of gas trcrsoorred hereunde» will be effected as nearl.. as
crscticzb e on the same dav as the re eipt t. ereof. Delta '" not be
o'l-zted to utilitz ucdzrzround scoraze cacao>irv in perfor,ance of ".he
=- z r-1"e v t'v i d e d h e r e '...
.-'.ll czs .o ume= delivered hereunder shall zi:rin!< b: ". to co> er 'ce
-oss acc measurement differences when cz compression is bei..g used ic

Dn>E C. IS 'U Mav 1, 1991
I>'»'l syI "-- - ~ Glenn R. Jenninas

"ATE EsF.. VE June 1. 1991

-I:LE President 6 CEO

(Fioat ected
Rea(

I- '-'-- -y au.: o.i.y
t>z c. >.»>

cf an O. dcz of the Public Se.".Ice Cccmis:
> 8w > > >>we\pp s



APPENDIX B

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
CONNISSION IN CASE NO. 90-342 DATED 5/23/91

The following base rates are prescribed for the customers

served by Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. All other rates and

charges not specifically mentioned here).n shall remain the same as

those in effect under authority of this Commission prior to the

effective date of this Order.

General Service
Nonthly Customer Charge

Residential
Non-Residential

1"1,000 Ncf
1,001-5,000 Ncf
5,001"10,000 Ncf
Over 10,000 Ncf

Interruptible
Nonthly Customer Charge

Base Rate
Charge 9

5 ~ 95
10.36

2.4650 per Ncf
2.0650 per Ncf
1.6650 per Ncf
1.2650 per Ncf

185.00

1-1,000 Ncf
1,001"5,000 Ncf
5,001-10,000 Ncf
Over 10,000 Ncf

Transportation of Gas for Others
Off System Utilisation

1.7000
1*3000

*9000
*5000

per Ncf
per Ncf
per Ncf
per Ncf

The charge for service under this tariff shall be twenty-six

cents ($0.26) per 1,000 cu. ft. of gas transported, or, in the

case of measurement based upon heating value, shall be twenty-six

cents ($0.26) per dekatherm.


